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Hello friends old and new! Guess what? We are back again with the next leg of our comic book journey, hopefully with
some new messages for all of you to take away. So far, we have seen how Gary reacted to his new diagnosis of Type 1 diabetes
(volume 1) and how Gemma got caught unawares with a high blood glucose level (no spoilers for volume 2!).
In both cases, one thing was clear: there were always others around to help at times of trouble.
When mentioned, the word “diabetes” provokes a range of reactions and emotions from different people.
Amidst the challenges of daily life, diabetes sadly also comes wrapped in a degree of stigma, regardless of the type.
It is very obvious in our experience that Type 1 diabetes - like all other forms of diabetes - does present many physical challenges
in life, such as the constant need to monitor and respond to glucose levels accordingly, by adjusting insulin doses. As a result,
significant time is spent on daily decision making - often it’s the things that those without Type 1 diabetes take for granted, such
as eating, sleeping, working, exercising, being unwell, and driving. Understandably, these physical challenges can also impact on
mental health. None of this is helped by flippant or inconsiderate comments made due to ignorance or in the form of a joke.
Rarely does living with Type 1 diabetes feel like a joke.
Stigma is an ugly word. It is our hope that here in our latest offering, ignorance around Type 1 diabetes is
challenged head on and persuades many to think before commenting from the sidelines…
Only when we spread the right words, set the tone collectively and involve the right people can we all become
‘Guardians of the Glucose’…
In this episode, we meet Nathan - and it looks like our hero is in for busy few days. We hope you enjoy being ‘shaken and stirred’
by our story and feel more informed afterwards about ‘walking a mile in the shoes’ of someone living with Type 1 diabetes.
It doesn’t take much to remember 2 simple key words;
‘Language Matters’.
Happy Reading!!
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...and a special thank you for the help and support of
NHS England, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust and
University Hospital Southampton NHS Foundation trust.
We hope you enjoy!
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George
'Stark' Sturgess

Your mission, should you
choose to accept it…

…is to race to the bottom
and beat the monster truck…

He’s
gaining
on me!

I know…
let’s give this
baby a boost
of…

Engaging
Nitro Boost!

…this message will
self-destruct in 5…
Woohoo!!
...4...

…3…
…2…
1…

Yes!
I won!!

Nathan, living with
Type 1 Diabetes...

Diet-betes Education class

Wow!
that was a weird
dream… reminds me
of what Lady P the
Dietitian said when
I was first
diagnosed…

Remember,
diabetes can feel
like a constant
battle between
insulin and
glucose.
if glucose
falls and
‘drops out of
the race’…

INSULIN
(Fixed dose injected can’t be removed)

GLUCOSE

HYPO!!

(Can freely move)

Then insulin
is left in and can
cause a hypo… so
do take care and
always have sugary
snacks close
at hand.

The Next Morning…
Good
morning, Miss
Moneyplenty…

.

U.G.A.R
S.

Don’t you
look ravishing
today!

St Pancreas

Hello,
Sir...

Please...

The
name’s Hart…
Nathan
Hart!

Morning,
Mr Hart!
I believe ‘J’ is
expecting you in
her office!

Good morning,
Hart. I will
get straight to
the point...

You look
rough!

You have been
hitting it a bit hard
lately. I think you
need a break, so I am
going to take you off
active duty.
No
Arguments!

Whoosh!
Good
to see you
too ‘ ’…

Now you
mention it, maybe
it has been a busy
few weeks…

How is that
glucose tracking
gadget in your
watch working
out, Nathan?

Quite
good, thank
you, ‘I’!

It’s not
always easy
living with
Diabetes!

We do
understand
how hard it
can be…

But pushing
yourself too much
won’t help you in the
long run. We need
you healthy, rested
and ready for when
you return.

Okay,
I’m getting
the message… My
mission is to go
on holiday!

A relaxing
holiday…
nothing too
exciting you
hear?

Of
course… You
know me…

Yes,
That’s the
problem,
Nathan!

Lawrence Wells Airport...

Sir, can
you explain
why you have this
gadget thing?
And those
needles…

are
you kidding
me!?

I can’t
possibly let
you on the
flight with
this…

What?
Needles?

So let me
get this straight;
you are stopping a man
with type 1 diabetes
from carrying needles,
insulin and my sugar
monitor?

I have
to carry it on,
I can’t put this
stuff in the hold,
it will freeze!

Here’s
my License
to…
’travel
with Type 1
Diabetes’!

Wow!
Is he a
druggie?

You can
be diabetic or
anything else, but
I can’t let you on
with needles and
this ‘stuff’!

Hello Sir,
do you have a
‘Medical Device
Awareness
Card’?

I’m sorry
about that sir,
thanks for your
patience, my
colleague is
new here.
I am
trying to raise
awareness of this
card among my
colleagues and
‘get them on
board’!

No problem
let’s hope it
‘takes off’.

I also have a
travel letter if
you want it?

‘J’ was
right, as always,
I really do need
a break!

Hopefully
this trip to India
will be relaxing!
It’s somewhere I’ve
always wanted
to go.

phew, I feel
so hot! Hope it’s
the climate and
not low blood
sugars!

Wow, a Type 1
diabetes sports
event! Sounds
right up my
street!

Let’s
not waste
any time!

But my
monitor would
have let me know
if it was!

Taxi!!

This looks
fantastic!!

Er, yes it
is, but I need
to correct
you.

Next up in the
main stadium, it’s the
‘under 16 Hurdles’,
sponsored by STIGMA

Hi, Phil Euin
here, BGL news,
reporting from
the first ever
…and i’m
T1 Olympics…
talking with
Sue Croze. So Sue,
tell me, is this event
to raise awareness
of sports for
Diabetics?

I, for one,
prefer being
‘a person first’ and
not labelled as
‘diabetic’.

Dad, did the
athletes catch
diabetes by eating
too many cakes
and sweeties?
Is it
contagious?

Oh,
i’m not
sure…

Wow!
it’s great to see
so many young people
with type 1 being so
sporty! I wish I had
all this when I was
growing up with
diabetes.

Errr no,
the body’s immune
system damaged the
cells in the pancreas
that make insulin… not
related to cakes and
sweeties at all!
And no!!
It’s not at all
contagious, you
can’t catch it!

Oh, I
see!

But look,
dad! Is that boy
injecting drugs??
At a sports
tournament?!

Err, they
are actually
taking
insulin.
Their body
can’t make it. They
have type 1 diabetes
and need insulin
to survive,
like many!
just
like me!!

Welcome to
my world!

Oh… my
bad. Guess I
have a lot to
learn…

Stigma is the
disapproval of,
or discrimination
against, a
person…

Too often,
once a person sees
someone with diabetes,
they automatically make
All of us
assumptions about them,
competing here at
Such as they aren’t fit,
the Type 1 Olympics want
ate too many
to send a clear message
sweets etc…
to challenge these
assumptions. People with
type 1 diabetes can
also compete at a
high level…

She is
great!
…based on
perceivable social
characteristics that
set them apart
from others…

Ohh I
feel a little
dizzy in the
sun…

…
So being
compliant with
treatment if you
suffer from
diabetes really
pays off then?

‘Suffer
from’? is
this guy for
real?

Sorry, which
was the mild
type again?
TONIGHT

No Time to
DIET?
Seminar
TONIGHT

This way

TONIGHT

I
wouldn’t ever
use the terms
‘Compliant’ or
‘suffer’…

Ahh yes, of
course!

And
there is no
‘mild one’!

Helping to
change people’s ideas
about diabetes can
begin with using the
right language…

Yes folks…

Language
Matters!

And any
closing message
for everyone
watching out
there?
I am blessed
to be here and
competing at such
a high level.

… Language
Matters!

No one
should let type 1
diabetes hold them
back from pursuing
their sporting
dreams.

Keep fit,
live life and do
not let diabetes
hold you back…

More information on
LANGUAGE MATTERS can be found at

www.languagemattersdiabetes.com

This
heat is
horrible…

Oh man,
low sugars, now
where are those
Glucose sweets?
Must have dropped
them…uggh…

Uggh, need
sugar…
fast!

TONIGHT

Sir! Sir…
are you
okay?
Do you have
Type 1 Diabetes??
Looks AND sounds
like you need a
sugary drink!

Thank you.
Yes, Type 1…
how did you
know? Are you
a Doctor?

I’m Gary!
I’m head coach
for the t1 tigers,
the young type 1
football team
competing.
Doctor?
NO!
I’m Type 1
too, and I’ve
been where you
are many a
time!

And, well, I’m
always on alert
for any symptoms
or signs of
hypos…

What’s
your name,
Sir?

es and
Diabet Health
Dental inar
Sem
name’s

Aghhh…
I needed that!
Thank you,
The
Gary…
Hart… Nathan
Harrr… Sorry,
I’m still coming
round.

y
This wa

Okay Everyone,
it’s nearly game time.
Check your blood now.
Anyone with funny sugars
or high ketones? Let me
know. And please guys,
have a good
drink first!

Hi Nathan!
Does your watch
Beep when you’re
going hypo? Do
you hypo a
lot?

Something
I have come to
accept and live with…
I have usually got
this, but this heat
My employer
has just floored thought it best I
me… literally! wear this new gadget
as it might help. It’s
a stressful job…
like yours
I’m sure…

Yeah, I
suppose it
is…

I know what stress can be like…
Gary ‘the
Thunderball’
Palmer scores
again!!

I was getting on really well
playing football – it looked as
if I could go professional…

…then I found a
blister on my foot.

The op went well,
no toes lost
thankfully. But I
couldn’t play like
I used to, so that
was the end of my
football career. I
do still keep fit
though and feel all
the better for it,
that’s for sure!

I’m
sure it’s
nothing…

I ignored it…
and it got infected…
It got so bad i needed
surgery to sort it out.

Remember,
diabetes can
increase the
risk of foot
problems.

If you
had ignored
it for
longer…

If you
notice your
foot is
unexpectedly
red...

No, I have
Type 1 diabetes
and I’m recovering
from low sugar!
no alcohol
involved!

I wish
I knew then
what I know
now…

Yeah,
best to stay
positive, for
sure!
Or painful,
swollen, has a
weeping wound
that smells bad
or is slow
to heal…
then
get advice
as soon as
possible…

Thank you,
Gary!
Talking
to you has
reminded me of
something 'G' said
at my workplace
medical…

oh sorry
mister, my bad,
take care.

Look at
that man,
Mum! Is he
drunk?

Shouldn't
he be wearing
a diabetes
wristband?

This is
Maya!

What if you
were unconscious
and couldn’t tell
anyone what was
wrong?
And
you don’t even
carry a bag with
spare glucose gels
or a sweet
drink??

She is
great with Type 1
awareness and
self care.

She
hasn’t even
been diagnosed
that long.
Then you
haven’t really
been setting
a good example
for others
either…

Hello,
Maya!
You’re right!
I haven’t taken
the proper
precautions.

Hey!
Watch where
you are
going!

My
insulin! It’s
been stolen!!

Why
are they
running?

Hey you!
Stop!

-PHEw-

-PHEWI can’t
run after him
anymore…

Oh, I still
haven’t fully
recovered!

Oh,
what’s
this?
He must
have dropped
it!

He stole
my insulin
pens. But
why?

DEXTER
ROSE?!

Do you
have spare
insulin?

Yup, it’s
in my room with
more hypo snacks.
I always bring
extra, just in
case.

Are you
all right?
I heard the
commotion!

Oh,
Mr Rose,
it’s you! You’re
Yes, I’m fine!
my hero!!
A little ‘shaken
but not stirred’!
Haven’t
Someone has just there been a
stolen my
few incidents
Insulin!
like this?

Yes, a
few reports
of stolen
insulin,

Yes, the
one and
only… and
you are?

But I’m
sure there isn’t
anything to worry
about. We have our
security looking
into it!

Hart…
Nathan
Hart…

You’re doing
great work here
with S.T.I.G.M.A.
supporting
type 1 diabetes
awareness.

Hello!
Dexter
Rose?

I must
get back to my
fans. I wanted to
check that everyone
was okay!

Mr Rose,
can we get
a selfie with
you?

I must get
back to my team!
Thanks, Mr Rose,
and Mr Hart. Take
care and see you
around.

Hart,
clearance code
Banting1921Best.
Over.
Hello
Miss Moneyplenty,
yes, I am on holiday
but I need you to
look into something
for me…

Yes, we
are successfully
increasing our
stockpile of
insulin, slowly
but surely.

Well,
I must go too,
it’s been great
Keep up
to meet you
the good
both!
work you are
doing!

I need
you to find
a corporation
for me…

Would
you have
anything on an
outfit called
'Golden Islet’?

Well done!

And I’ve
been keeping an
eye on the target.
I think he’s become
suspicious…
should we
prepare??

I shouldn’t…
but as it’s you,
Mr Hart…

S.T.I.G.M.A.?
That’s the outfit
running the
T1 Olympics…
This can’t
be a coincidence!
There is
something fishy
going on…
Where is
the company
based?

According to our
files, it’s based is
Jamaica.

Yes, it seems to be
a subsidiary company
of a Corporation
called STIGMA…

Jamaica?
I need to look
into this. I
gotta see this
through!

Can you
help me with
some travel
options?

For you…
I’m sure I could
pull a few strings…

We will
be passing
over the island
shortly.

Remember
that this is a
covert operation
for recon only…

Yeah, yeah…
I’ll be like a
ghost… no one
will notice
me!

Sugarfalls Island, Jamaica
Headquarters of the
Golden Islet Corporation.

This
isn’t…

What
I had…

…In
mind!

Miss
Moneyplenty…
Yes,
Nathan?
When
you said,
‘pull a few
strings’…

And when you said ‘I’ll be
like a ghost… no one will
notice me.’ This wasn’t
what I had in mind.

Fair
point, Miss
Moneyplenty!

Ah,
Mister Hart…
I’ve been
expecting
you…
.I.G.M.A
.
S.T

FREEZE!

Take
me to your
leader...

It seems
that you couldn’t
keep your nose
out of our
business…

I’ve always
wanted to
say that!

Huh?

DEXTER
ROSE??
You’re
behind all
this?
‘Your business’?
S.T.I.G.M.A. staging
a Type 1 Diabetes
Olympics as a front
for stealing insulin?
Poor show!

He’s
not the one
behind this…

Why do
I always run
into the Evil
Corporations??

I am

Semior
Glucosfel!

And
Stigma isn’t
what you think
it is…

And I am
the mastermind
behind S.T.I.G.M.A.
Which actually
stands for…
Sarcasm,
Taunting, Ignorance,
and Generally Mean
and Annoying.

And I
believe you have
had the pleasure of
meeting my son,
Dexter
Glucosfel!

We are
not an Evil
organisation…
We are
A family
business!

Pleasure?
I don’t think
so..

This is
INSULINA, my
daughter…

Evil is
subjective. We
only want to use
our ‘Insulite’…
Refined insulin - to
create healthier
humans…
Hmm
When did I
last eat?

We just
want to make
the world a better
place with more
‘special types’.
like me!
Global markets
have affected our
usual insulin supply
chains, so we have
had to resort to
petty theft.

Let me see…
refined insulin…
perhaps making use
of it’s anabolic
properties??

Ah I see
you are aware
of some of the
properties of
Insulin.

Disaster
struck!
He was in an
accident and lost
the use of his legs.
He has been trying to
find a way to help him
walk again ever
since…

Oh no…
I feel
anxious…

STIGMA
plans to sell
our insulite
serum to the
highest
bidder!
Then they can
create their own
superhuman army.
And we can fund our
work to help my
father walk
again…

Anxious
and
clammy…

What
can I say, the
perks of a great
structured
education!

My father
was an athlete.
He was
‘Hyper guy
going to the
Semior’ they used
Olympics
to call him.
until…

Along
the way he
developed a
serum that would
advance a humans
capabilities to
that of…

…a
superhuman!

Supersoldiers,
you say?
Someone
has been watching
too many
Captain America
movies!
I’ll not
let that happen!
You will be
defea…

You don’t look
too well at all…
I doubt you’ll be
able to stop us
now!

Hyyppoo iiss
heerree

vision
blurring…ears
ringing…feel
dizzy…feel soo
hungry

myy…
legggs…
feeel…liike…
jellly…

Well what
have we here? A
glucose monitor?
Are you having a
hypo Mr Hart?
Yes, we
know all
about you…

can’t…get…
my…woordss…
oouut!

Looks like
you’re in deep
trouble now!

Who’s
gonna save
you now?

Nathan!
So glad to see
you are carrying
your emergency
hypo pen!

Glucagon…
in the
thigh!
Let’s give
that a few
minutes
and…

Woah…what
happened?
suddenly, I feel
much better!

Moneyplenty?
The spy who
saved me!!

You can’t
waste insulin
like this!

Nathan…
A little help
here?

It’s liquid
gold for so
many!

Your evil
operation
ends…

...NOW!

Insulin
has been saving
lives for nearly
100 years!
And you’re
taking that
away from
people?

I won't
let yo-

I didn’t
sign up for
this – I’m
outta here!

That’s it!
You’re going
down!

Get up!
We need to
escape before
this place goes
up in flames…

I agree!
Skystation –
Extraction code:
1964Hodgkin.
over.

Curse you
Hart for ruining
my plans! This is
not the end of
STIGMA!

Well…
looks like
it’s over for
now…

Is that
really The
end of
STIGMA?

I’d say the
fight against
Stigma has
only just
begun.
It’s not
the only thing
that’s just
begun…

I’m not so
sure. Stigma
is always
there!
I’m willing
to bet they
will return to
'try another
day’.

What’s
that?

Back at Sugar HQ after a few
relaxing days in the carribean…

WORKFORCE

WELLBEING
WE’VE GOT YOUR
BACK!

…but we need
to make sure that
there is nothing else
increasing your hypo
risk, except physical
activity and and
missed meals.

Thanks,
Dr Hope! That’s
probably ‘J’ and
‘I’ here to give
me a hard
time!
Sometimes
there are other
factors involved,
we will run
further tests.

But?

But I’m glad
you’re okay!
Well done on
bringing down
Stigma…

Doc says
I’m all
good!!
Well,
I’m glad to
hear that
but…

Who do
you think you are,
Hart? Running off
on a mission, using
assets for which
you had no
authority
Infiltrating
an unknown
operation…
but…

Thanks J,
but the
stigma is still
there…

The report I
read noted your
glucose monitor
came in very
useful?

…Sarcasm,
Taunting, Ignorance,
Generally Mean and
Annoying comments
about type 1!

Yes, very!
I would have
been lost
without it!

No, I
actually meant,
S.T.I.G.M.A.

I'm also
glad Moneyplenty
had my back. Things
got quite hairy at
times, I felt really
I felt so
vulnerable.
embarrassed
after that big hypo
and was really
emotionally
upset.
I’m so
glad you are
able to talk
about how you
felt.

We can
worry about
them later. I just
need to know if
your head is back
in the game.
I know
you have been
through a lot
You know
lately!
what… maybe
I could do with
talking to
someone…

WOR

KFOR

Thanks,
Asha!

CE

WELLB

EING

Code:
Tattersall43
Code
ACCEPTED

Nathan, I
think it’s time
you knew
everything…
You may
know us as
‘S.U.G.A.R’… The
Specialist United
Group Addressing
Risks…

…but we
are also
S.W.E.E.T…

…Supporting
Worldwide Education,
Empowerment and
Technology in
which is a
diabetes…
sub division
of…

Professor
Andrew Hattersley
Professor
Stephanie Amiel

Professor
Kamlesh Khunti
Professor
Pratik Choudhary

…H.E.A. L.E.D.!

Doctor
Emma Wilmot

WOW!

Sir, we
have a
situation.
Reports
are coming in
of a virus that
is moving very
fast, leading to
a potential
pandemic.

You think
you’re ready to
get back in the
field on a solo
mission?

Morning,
Mr Hart!

And a very
Good morning
to you, Miss
Moneyplenty!

…We are
all ‘insulin’ this
together…

Why of
course!

Whether it’s
global threats
or type 1
diabetes, I
know…

The End..?

As Nathan’s story has illustrated, though
hypoglycaemia can be an issue in type 1 diabetes,
there are ways in which it can be managed to help
individuals live well. It is especially important that as
well as those living with type 1 diabetes, those close
to them and all healthcare professionals should also
have awareness of the physical and psychological
impact of hypoglycaemia.

Hypoglycaemia (or low sugar, ‘hypo’ for short) occurs when there is a mismatch between blood glucose
(sugar) and blood insulin levels. As a result, glucose levels can fall low enough to present a risk to
health. Left untreated, individuals can find themselves feeling unwell and becoming drowsy.
These guidance notes should help you remembeRRRR the key issues…

Recognise the symptoms:
o

Hypo symptoms can vary from person to person. The classic symptoms that kick in when the
blood glucose level is at 4mmol/L (72mg/dL) or lower are shown in the table below, along with
late hypoglycaemia symptoms:

Examples of common EARLY hypoglycaemia symptoms
Examples of common LATE hypoglycaemia symptoms (brain now
(body aware that it is under ‘stress’ from a low glucose state) short of glucose, affecting decision making and communication)
Sweating
Palpitations
Tingling lips or tongue
Shaking

Dizziness
Irritability
Hunger

Headaches
Poor concentration
Confusion

Speech difficulty
Difficulty coordinating movements
Drowsiness

If you are concerned that you do not get any of these symptoms when your meter shows a blood
glucose reading of 3.5mmol/L (63mg/dL) or less, then seek medical advice as you may have
‘hypoglycaemia unawareness’. Specialist support may be needed.

Respond promptly:
o

The suggested advice is to use a quick acting sugar based remedy first (if awake and able to
swallow), e.g; 3-4 dextrose/glucose sweets. If those around you are concerned that you are
unwell and cannot swallow safely, medical assistance may be needed. Once recovered, the
initial quick sugar snack should be followed by a small snack to reduce the chance of a further
hypo, such as a cereal bar, piece of bread or fruit.

Reflect on causes:
o

Once recovered, it is important to think about why the hypo happened. Most often, it is due to:
Reduced blood glucose levels:
• Following exercise or excessive physical activity (gym, gardening, housework, dancing, long
walks etc).
• Reduced carbohydrate intake (eg vomiting, reduced appetite, smaller portions, missed meal).
• Alcohol reducing glucose release from the liver into the blood.
Increased blood insulin levels:
• Injecting through lumpy sites causing erratic insulin absorption by the body.
• Incorrect insulin dosing appropriate for the situation (e.g mealtime dose miscalculation).
• Hot weather that can increase the rate of insulin absorption as the body tries to cool down.
• Injecting insulin into an exercising limb, resulting in more rapid insulin absorption.

Record the event:
o

This may help you and your healthcare team reduce your risk of further hypos by identifying
patterns and times of increased hypo risk.

Reduce further risk:
o

Once recovered, it is important to monitor glucose levels closely until things stabilise, to help
reduce the chance of a recurrent episode.

o

Once potential causes have been considered, steps can be then be taken to reduce the chance
of recurrent hypos through a combination of appropriate glucose monitoring, carbohydrate
intake and insulin dosing.

o

Always carry appropriate hypo treatments with you.

o

For exercise, don’t start unless your glucose level is above 7mmol/L (126mg/dL) and consider
taking extra carbohydrate if below this. Definitely DO NOT exercise for at least 24 hours
following a severe daytime or overnight hypo.

o

Telling friends, family and work colleagues about hypo symptoms (and actions they could take
to help) and wearing personal diabetes identification are worth considering.

Renal problems:
o

If you are known to have kidney problems, a markedly reduced level of kidney function can
make it difficult for administered insulin to be cleared away by the body. This can then lead to
blood insulin levels rising, increasing the risk of a hypo. Seek advice if concerned, as insulin
dosing guidance may need to be reviewed to account for this.

Remember driving:
o

As someone living with type 1 diabetes and using insulin, glucose levels should always be
checked before and during prolonged periods of driving (every 2 hours) to ensure the risk of
having a hypo is low, with appropriate snacks kept in the vehicle. In the UK, blood glucose levels
must be 5mmol/L (90mg/dL) or above, i.e. ‘5 to drive’.

Referral needed?
o

Sometimes, despite best efforts, hypos can become recurrent, disabling and bothersome. There
can be some less common causes of hypos to exclude. It is worth seeking advice from your
usual healthcare team in case referral to a specialist Diabetes team is needed.

Type 1 diabetes and exercise:
It is important that we all try to live well, stay healthy and keep physically active. We don’t all have to
be athletes and sports superstars! Having type 1 diabetes should never be a barrier to undertaking
exercise. Some advice may be needed in terms of insulin dose management from your local team.
These resources may also be of use:
Extod.com
Runsweet.com
Excarbs.com

Mental health

It is widely appreciated that living with type 1 diabetes can present mental as well as physical
challenges. People are encouraged to be open about the impact of diabetes on their mental health
and seek advice from their local teams.

LANGUAGE MATTERS
For anyone interested in knowing more about ‘Language Matters’, see:
www.languagemattersdiabetes.com

revolvecomics.com

